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Dear Jim = briggs second 1448 affidavit anc ay attached memo on it 3/14/78 
With today's rain mitigating against ty going outside to get the remaindsr of the ice 

off the driveway and lane I decided first thing this uorning to go over this sesond brig, 
affidavit and make some notes on it for you. It had been my hope that I could soaplete 
this before mail time and that 1 couls then do the mail an’ return to the dictating of the 
1996 notes. However, 14 has taken much longer than I'a anticipated so l'u not taking the 
time to read and correct it. 

Ii is my dspression, a very strong impression, that espsclally when combined with 
the efforts to keep any of this from getting before the apveals court it gives us an 
unprecedented ep ortunity. | - 

In the light of shat is new te us as well as of what the crazy Briges did swear to 
i believe this is enough to give them great worries. If they take time to look and see 
and perhaps understand they way undertake to seek a means of mooting, as you know I've 
been expecting for a while. 

But whether or not they seek such a course wo have really unprecedented means of 
going after them all, - 

By all I mean Briggs and the CIA as fer beginners. Archives and Justice have 
responsibilities. 

if i'm not optimistic about a ny court taking any vigorous step or of meaning ul 
employment of the pimitive provisions I am certain that the situation justifying, more 
than merely justifying both, is in hand. 

“hether there is a reman, whether we move for recousideration and whether there are 
other options I believe the best first step is to press before the apzeals court. You 
can % encapsulate and I think demand that 4¢ make a judicial inquiry into the fraud 
practised upon it. (Your focus in the excellent reply brief was on the defzauding of the 
court below, not ite) 

If we lose there o: this issue we lose nothing at all. 1 think we'd gain in some Way 
whatever the apreals court may do. Sven if it does nothine we'll Have soxe gain from it. 

You may want to consider amlous euraie. I think this ds the stuf’ they should drean of, 
taese who round their lives sith much sleep and auch chest-puffing. 

All of this makes real access to what the Eesteinker says more important befause I 
doubt there could have been more of a chin=leading than Srigss engaged in with this 
incredibly dishonest affidavit. 

I think it kees also makes judgements other than and independent of mine mors 

f don't know who can have time. 1 know Howard cannet. I also imow that we will not 
have tins to review what others may be able to offer, fits would limit these I'd ask ts 
provide information very gach. It would in fact eliminate nest. 

1% is because of the potential that I vould like all we can get bracketing these 
false representations with the Epsteink. To make it overwhleuing. 4s a matter of Law and 
of fact what 42 in the reply brief, which is much less thun whet f gave you, should be 
more than adequate. ‘ 

Hy object “13 now far psat merely prevailing in the suit and getting the transeriots. 
The situation justifies more enconpassing objectives snd ali they can mean in br acing 
up these indecent withholiings and deceptions. 

Hastily,



Par's 

Briggs’ 42/30/76 affidavit in Core 75=1448, HW's 3/14/78 notes on rereading of ite 
1, 4de attests to having drawn upon the experta of various kinds @s reguirsd in the A.G.'s memo, TI-C, This is relovant in ny refused Epstein request. 

His statements ace implied to bed of personal knowledgs but the other sources he cites and his indefinitenes leave it that perhaps only hic name is stated to be of persenan knowledge. 

2. daving qualified himself as an expert he attests that disclosure of the 6/23/64 transevdt and pps 63-73 of that of 1/21/64 "yould jeopardize (my emphasis) foreign iutelligeuce sources end methods which the Director of Central Intelligence is responsible for protecting from unauthorized disclosure parsvant to the Sational Becurity Act of 194%, as amended..." 
this is an umequivecal statement with regard to the transcripts, partieularly I cuphasize with regard to 6/23. He does not say that it could but tha it Ywould" Joopardize “national security". When this is bracketed with the claim to the 1447 Act's zandatory requirements and the subsequent exclusive disclosures to Bp:tein I suggest that it ean become the mest powerful atteck on the repented misuses of the 1947 Act to withhold ss well as on the integrity of the affients and CIA withholdings. 

4. hdie for the most part this is talky-talk, impressive~sounding sibberish, there ig & very usedful sentenes:" Phe national security significance of a document cannot be Judged in igolation." That certainly apolies to the prior Nosenko disclosures to “arvone it is fol.oved by: "@he judgement must take into account what events precesded those recorded, as well as those likely to follow," Then, “Consequently, s claseification jJudgenent is not valid indefinitely." In conbication with the actualitics of disclosures to Epstein this weaus that the 6/23 tranceript should have been given to me as soon ag they started feeding Epstein, by his own standards, Actuglly, I thine it means that this was required not later than the publication of the Barron book. 
Se He gote earried away sone in gapourding on apurces and methods, "Concedling the uetheds and sources used in acquiring such knouledge is also essential in mani tsining such capabilities," referring te "hastile foreign surprises." In putting this in terms on concezluent he seema to me to bave eliminated the basis for withholdin® what was know to an¥ other country relating to both Nosenko and defectors. 

Wagt follows again is irrelevant in these cases. However, because he has qualified himself as an expert and because he has stated he read both tvanscripta, £ gug-ast that use of the irrelevtant by an inforned expert constitutes deliberate deception of the courts if not by itself the perpetration of a fraud upon the courts. 
6. He here does not mention or describe or suggest there is any question of defectors in the 1/21 transcript. Through much over-statement he Says no more than that there was concern over the accuracy of or fulness of information provided by the USSR. “his is dis~ cussed in other executive sessions that were released, When he talks about "technigues" to be used 18 is as "gevelation of these techniques..." That is not possible because there is no unknown "technique" that could have been used, Thus there would not be a revelation, which requires disclosure of the unknown. Nothing other than the unknowm is protected by the Aots. (He does not mention UWBBR, merely another country. ) 
Te His deseription of the 6/23 transcript is of but 11 pages, “Pages 7640-7651," 

He refers to his earlier affidavit in which "I indicated that the decument discussed intelligence methods used, by the CIA to evaluate the accuracy of the information available to the Warren Comsission." “his is precisely what Epstein does "disclose," disclosures made possible for him by the CIA itself, 
The phrasing is a bit too delicate. when he saya “the information available to the Warren Yommission" all he can be saying is either whst the F8I told the the FBI and it told the Comission or what Nosenko said. Both are what Epstein goes intoe 
Here he does admit that Nosenko is the "subject of the document," 8 then states that "When Nr. Nosenko first agreed to »rovide thig ageney with



infornstion, it was with the clear understanding that this information would be properly 
safeguarded so as not to endanger hie personal security and safety." fe follows this with 

what is false according to Epsteing"he has maintained clandestine sentact with the CIA 
Since his defection and continues to maintain such contact.* This isc alec false secause he 
was in te Ula's custody for at least three years, hardly “clandestine contact" with ite 
The greater falsification would be from his being a paid CIA employee hendling 120 cases. 
Prox the earlier parts of this affidavit Briggs has to have known this. 

this is followed by the allegation of the imposed in absentia death sentence and that 
"any disclosure of his idexutity or whereabouts would put him ia mortal jeopardy." 

Wow Uizes swore to this after Novenko had been made available to both Barron and 
Epstedine He ani the CIA continue to withhold after they knew what ERostein would be saying 
and that he knew where Nosenko was. His reporting is as of residenea in North Varolina 
and Vauliington, D.C. area. None of this was possible without oithar the CIA's doing it, 
Nesenko's willingness or I believe both. Either negates the affirwation of mortal jeopardy 
and cf coufidentiall tye 

however, b bellieve the coofidentiality of xerson and information is pivotal. 
4ciges swore to this after knowing that despite it the GIA had made Nosenkto available 

to the FBT; 
after knowing that the PSI had reported what Nosenko said at great Length in 

reports the FLT provided te the Warren Cometgsion3 
after knouing that tha Fat did net even classify almost 211 of the neges of these 

reports 3 
after not objecting to the release of those repute by the Archives ia 12753 

ag well as after nae was made available to Harvon earlier and Zpatein after this suit 
was filed or approximately colneldiag with the filing of the sulie 
i believe each of these sworn claims by 2 qualified export is fslse,was know, by hi 

to be false at the time he swore to them and constitute fraud upon the court and upon wee 
(Because it bas always been tiy plan to make these frecly available, as 1 have with all 
other stich transcripts and other records, I believe the Freud is much broader than this.) 

8. Se begins with a deliberate misstating of actuality, a deliberate luisleading:of the 
courts “..eethera is no way the Soviet Union can determine exactly what information has 
heen provided by ir. Nosenkose eve (it) can oniv euess as to how mich iafermation the 
defeetor, “ye Nesenko, has within his possassion at ths time of his defection...” 

ALL of this is entirely irrelevant with regard to the cranscripts and with regard to 
Oswald and the Warren Vonmission, 

However, it is a misleating misstatenont. [bt is axiosatie that the KUB aseuned ites 
defector told all ho could have knowa. Nothing else is a sats assumption, All sgencies 
assumo the worst, nat the least. Defectors defect hot out o. love of the speokeries fron 
waich they defect. Thekr #uturas, after defection, depend upon the food will of those to 
whom they defect, The CIA can cause Nosneko's disappearance at any time it Might so desire. 
Unleas he has a new family there would be no way for anyone to know he had been disposed of. 
Under such circumstances there is no basis for believing any defector withholds anuythinge 

Briggs’ offense here is the graater because of the publivhed disclosures atiributed 
to Sosenko by Yarron, hurtful to the KGB. Barron's book 4s essentially an eubellishment 
of what such defectors did disclose and it ig a long book This addresses the general 
statement i sade above and Sriggs' intent to deceive end defraud, Of course with Bpstein 
this ofiense becomes ever so much greater an’ in particular with regard to the Cé@mmision's 
transcripts. 

He next pontificates that “Revealing the exact (sic)information which Mr. Nosenko ~ ~ 
ot any defectorz — (see above re Yarron) has provided can materially assist tho KCB in 
evaluating their damage assessmenteece” 

‘hile the major point here is thet there could not be any "damage" and therefore 
no "damage assessuent" with respect to what Nosenxo said about the JFX assassination 
and thus the intent is to misleaé and again to defraud, the CIA has a loag bistory of 
Aging exactly the opposite. ,t is not limited to the extensive disclosures in the “arron book, There is also the leaking of the Amlash disinformation, the misuse of the Alvarada 
garve and other disinformation, all. exactly opposite what friagss, who has represented



higsel¥ as an informed expert, here and before hes sworn to. 
+cain carried away he alleges that “the disclocure ei information provided by “ir. 

Noeenko can only interfere with ancrican counterintelligence effortpe es" 
fs this why the cIA did disclese to “arron and Epstein? 
‘guember, ell that is material ic dnrormation regarding the JIK agsessination. in 

context end from 61] we know this is limited to Oswald. ‘hus bis affirmation is and to his 
knovledge is impossible. 

But vhat information gan the 6.25.64 transcript disclose? 
Only what was already available in the FBI's reports. There is no known record of 

the Cia providing any Nesenko information relating to the assassination or to Oswald. AL 
the records are of their holddig the Comuission off and then of withheiding vhig information, 
aa in the 3.12.64 Siswson memo quoted at the end of Post Morten. (JL~ you have my copies 
of both versions) It is my recollection that tic basis for the withholding was "nabional 
security’ and that -viggs waa the cited authority for that olain. 

His last sentence is beautiful: “Yinally, any information officially released nay 
be exploited by the sG3 ag propaganda or daca ption. 

‘his after wakiny iissenko available to Barron gad Epstein and after the relause of 
the Fol's Long reports on what Nozenko said! 

9. This is where he claims that "The raoncr in vhich He. Hosenko's scourity 18 
being protected by the CIA is serving aa a model to potential future defeotors." 

This means that all defectors elll expeet to tecons the subjects of books and corhans 
be led to believe they will be esconced in “ollywood Villas while they avait the coming of 
cakerns and while they perform. Chis is fbf "the waaner” vith Hozenko, first with “arron, 
then with gystein, snc ii Epstein is co-reet, with Nosenico's being siven a cushy job. 

Bet let us anply 9 little reason end logic. 
“t is all has to be xept ultra seeret, how can any defector have any Inowledse of 

“The manner in vhich “rs. Fosenko's security is telng protected by the CIA... ?" 
if gay aefcetor did net cxveet the beat nousihle pergonal seemrity he would nover 

defect. This ia til. a further deceotion. 
Thic gete worse with "If the Cla were to take any action (vic) which vould conpromise 

tae safety of sa. Nogenke by release of thie daforeation or wonli tae eny action to 
judickte (sie!) thet the CLA canach safegunnd informetion previded by 2 defector, future 
defentor:, cocseguentir, might be extremely reluctant to undertake the a-rious step of 
defection, ® sence 

Secause as I've written earlier there is e real destruction eof their claia to the 
weguircnents of the 1947 det this is an especially significant deception and nisreoresent= 
ations 

It bas to be in the coctext of the content o the 2/23 transeript so of eourse he knew 
it was not relevant ana could not be relevant. (ut in the context of his knowledge of what 
the Cla had already dene with Berson and was doing with Epstein it is a particularly 
culpable wlsreprésentation.s 

But he gontinues, carried away, to represent that letting the content of the transeript 
out = nothing else is in question - "would result in an unwillingness of persons like Ar, 
Nosenko to defect in the futuree.slave a serious adverse effect on thia nation's sbility 
to obtain vital intelligence." 

of course he has never claimed that after reading this transcript he has found a 
single werd dn it that was net already available, 

and of course he has reduced the claim to thea 1947 Act to eglbberish because ail of 
this was both “let out" acd released, his word, by the Cia, prior to his affidavit. 

“e has reduced the practise of inte;ligence to chegp ivternal politica and apouk 
games ao notolag in my kaowledge. 

de foliows this with an irrelevancy,haviny to do with the claimed argument that 
Hosenke’s name having been disclessd dess not mean that the transeript can be. The real, 
not his vontrived iscue is wae the content ef the transeri pt already available? fle does 
not address thisesnowing if is available he cannot address thise “e deceives and misleada 

 



instead. With the sclf-accreditation of knowledge and expertise i believe this constitutes 
delib berate fraud. 

‘e wlsrerresents in repreanting that there ia "the sug<estion that since intelligence 
oxplelitation of defectora iz sduwitted, all inforuation received from such derectors and 
the saaner in which they ars treated muss consequently be declaasified," He equates this 
noneissus with disclosing "details of the design and digposition of (tactical nucisar) 
WAALONS 

10. He claims 9 redused" magnitude” of danger frow Aisclosura bit that "Tha potential 
for dauage continua to axist" so thay mist centinue to elas: aify the transerint. 

2 RHIAK THIS IN ITSLLY PRuvEDeS avy BACELLENT THING FOR FLOR<Nom @o EVALUATE, 

““lorence is an authentic classification expert. Why do we not ask that he ba given 
the transerivt, tne F3T reports, and the Evetein and Barron wal ee es and asi: him te 
inform the court if he finds anythins in the transcript not already publicly availablo? 

u dowand that the Cia do thin and that we have the right, af it elains there ip 
withheld novional security infermatioa in the brauseript, that th: court submit that to 
Florawoe, together vith what is public, for his evaluntion? 

4t this point Briggs postualtes two kinds of damage,"nost Likely in the £23 o¢ 
Toreign isteliigenee operations (sources and motheds) wit me A achewhes Ese threatening 
posalbliicy of damages in the field of forelen relations, 

Ai Phase tZalse clains uncer o&th provide similar opportunities. i'm thinking nere 
alsy of renend. “e should be asked to dntorm ths court wider oath how this is possible in 
the light of what is kuowm, speeifying what be has to read of what is knowne 

li. “fhe ia nite ng in either document thas ia emberragsines te the OTA." Thia is his 
full paraferaph. Thon this means that the trenserint does not Snel ude Nosenko" 3 ststexent 
that the xGB considered Cswald “an American sleener asent." IP hse doss he avears falsely. 

12. fo claims thet despite the extensdve diaclosurss there can't be declusnification 
"because 4t is impossible to predict..ethen the tderark potential threats to intelligence 
sources and mothody luvelvec will no longer exist." Wheat can thers be after Berron and 
Bypstein ang the FBI reports? 4e should be esked te specify to the court, The seme is 
truc at the cladied exemption from antheatis declassification. 

i4, Relates to the time to review 11 pages for declassifiestion. In bis non-response he 
avoids and deceives beceuse he does not adivesa the time that eguld be taken. for a subject 
expert who knows what the CLA let out, Thare would be very Little tise required for a review 
lscking tovari declascification if the review was by CIA subject experts. Ye misleads 
and evades. He resorts to irrelevant zeneralition aot to faes the fff : specifies. For an 
expert I think thie is defrauding ue end the court, 

15. In claiming there is “no rendily available records rof lecting that the two documents 
were ever hsndled in 2 manner 4: consistent with their classification" he svears falsoly 
because the Clats kaown files "reflect" that 16 lost copies, TOP sac, t0Ge 

pees is without regard to at élse ite files must hold, like the missing copiea and 
th: “ulles if not also the Ford archival deposits. 

tn his resort to an ascape hatch, “readily available", f think he haseroassed the line 
and that this is materdal ami flasely sworn to. “e did not say "L know of no records" or 
anything with these kinds of loopholes.



eae 

Dear Jim ~ Briggs second 1448 affidavit and my attached memo on it 3/14/18 

With today's rain mitigating against my going outside to get the remainder of the ice 
off the driveway and lane I decided first thing this morning to go over this second Briggs 
affidavit and make some notes on it for you. It had been my hope that I could compiete 
this before mail time and that 1 could then do the mail and return to the dictating of the 
1996 notes. However, It has taken much longer than I'd anticipated so I'm not taking the 
time to read and correct it» 

It is my impression, a very strong impression, that espscially when combined with 
the efforts to keep any of this from getting before the apzeals court it gives us an 
unprecedented op.ortunity. 

In the light of what is new to us as well as of what the crazy Briggs did swear to 
I believe this is enough to give them great worries. If they take time to look and see 
and perhaps understand they may undertake to seek a means of mooting, as you know I've 
been expecting for a while. 

But whether or not they seek such a course we have really unprecedented means of 
going after them all. 

/ By all I mean Briggs and the CIA as for beginners. Archives and Justice have 
responsibilities, 

If i'm not optimistic about a ny court taking any vigorous step or of meaningful 
employment of the phnitive provisions I ama certain that the situation justifying, more 
than merely justifying both, is in hand. 

Whether there is a reman, whether we move for reconsideration and whether there are 

other options I believe the best first step is to press before the apveals court. You 

can # encapsulate and I think demand that it make a judicial inguiry into the fraud 

practised upon at. (Your focus in the excellent reply brief was on the defwauding of the 

court below, not it.) 

Iv we lose there o. this issue we lose nothing at all. I think we'd gain in some way, 

whatever the apseals court may do. Even if it does nothins we'll fave some gain from it. 

You may want to censider amicus curgie. I think this is the stuff they should dream of, 
those who round their lives with much sleep and much chest-puffing. 

All of this mokes real access to what the Hvsteinker says more important befsuse I 

doubt there could have been more of a chin=-leading than 4riges engaged in with tiris 

incredibly dishonest affidavit. 

I think it xasm also makes judgements other than sand independent of mine more 

important. : 

I don't know who can have time. I know Howard cannot. I also imow that we will not 

have time to review what others may be able to offer. puis would liait those I'd ask to 

provide information very guch. It would in fact eliminate most. 

Tt is because of the potential that I would like all we can get bracketing these 

false representations with the Epsteink. To make it overwhleming. As a matter of law and 

of fact what is in the reply brief, which is much less than what ft gave you, should be 

mors than adequate. . 

My object 18 new far past merely prevailing in the suit and getting the transcripts. 

Tye situation justifies more encompassing objectives and all they can mean in brvaking 

up these indecent withholdings and deceptions. 

Hastily , 

O



Par ° 

Briggs' 42/30/76 affidavit in C.A.75-1448, HW's 3/14/78 notes on rereading of it. 

1. He attests to having drawn upon the experts of various kinds as required in the 

A.G.'s memo, II-C, This is relevant in my refused Epstein request. 

His statements are implied to bef of personal knowledge but the other sources he 

elites and his indefinitenes leave it that perhaps only his name is stated to be of 

personal knowledge. 

20 Having qualified himself as an expert he attests that disclosure of the 6/23/64 
transeri;t and pp. 63-73 of that of 1/21/64 "would jeopardize (my emphasis) foreign 
intelligence sources and methods which the Director of Central Intelligence is responsible 

for protecting from unauthorized disclosure parsuant to the National Security Act of 

194%, as amended. oe " 

his is an unequivocal statement with regard to the transeripts, particularly I 

emphasize with regard to 6/25. He does not say that it could but that it Nwould"” 

jeopardize “national security". When this is bracketed with the claim to the 1947 
Act's mandatory requirements and the subsequent exclusive disclosures to Wpstein I 

suggest that it can beconie the most powerful attack on the repeated misuses of the 

1947 Act to withhold as well as on the integrity of the affiants and CIA withholdings. 

4. While for the most part this is talky-talk, inmpressive-sounding gibberish, there is 
a very usedful sentence:" The national security significance of a document cannot be 

judged in isolation." That certainly applies to the prior Nosenko disclosures to “arvrone 

It is fol:owed by: "Rhe judgement must take into account what events preceeded those 

recorded, as well as those likely to follow." Then, "Consequently, a classification 

judgement is not valid indefinitely." Tn combination with the actualitices of disclosures 

to Epstein this means thet the 6/23 transeript should have been given to me as soon as 

they started feeding Epstein, by his own standards. Actually, I think it moans thet this 

was required not later than the publication of the Barron book. 

  

Be He gets carried away some in expounding on spurces and methods,"Concehling the 

methods and sources used in acquiring such kno.ledge is also essential in manitaining 

such capabilities," referring to "hastile foreign surprises." In putting this in terms 
on conceelment he seems to me to have eliminated the basis for withholdin# what was know 

to any other country relating to both Nosenko and defectors. 

What follows again is irrelevant in these cases. However, because he has qualified 

himself as an expert and because he has stated he read both transcripts, I sugvest that 

use of the irrelevtant by an informed expert constitutds deliberate deception of the courts 

if not by itself the perpetration of a fraud upon the couzts. 

6. He here does not mention or describe or suggest there is any question of defectors 

in the 1/21 transcript. Through much over-statement he says no wore than that there was 
concern over the accuracy of or fulness of information provided by the USSR. this is dise 
cussed in other executive sessions that were released. When he talks about "techniques" 
to be used is is as “gevelation of these techniques..." That is not possible because 
there is no unknown "technique" that could have been used. Thus thera would not be a 
revelation, which requires disclosure of the unknown. Nothing other than the unknown 

is protected by the Acts. (He does not mention USSR, merely another country.) 

7. His description of the 6/23 transcript is of but 11 pages, "Bages 7640-7651." 
He refers to his earlier affidavit in which "I indicated that the document discussed 

intelligence methods used oF the CIA to evaluate the accuvacy of the information available 

to the warren Comvission." s is precisely what Epstein does "disclose," disclosure 

made possible for hin by the CIA itself. 

The phrasing is a bit too delicate. When he says "the information available to the 
Warren Yommission" all he can be saying is either what the *BI told the the FBI and it told 

the Commission or what Nosenko said. Both are what Epstein goes intoo 

Heve he does admit that Nosenko is the "subject of the document,” 
@ then states that "When Mr. Nosenko first agreed to provide this ageney with



  

information, it was with the clear understanding that this information would be properly 

safeguarded so as nots te endanger his personal security and safety." He follows this with 

what is false according to Bpstein,"He has maintained clandestine contact with the CIA 

since his defection and continues to maintain such contact." This is also false because he 

was in te CLA's custody for at least three years, hardly "clandestine contact" with it. 

The greater falsification woulda be from his being a paid CIA euployee haculing 120 cases. 

From the earlier parts of this affidavit Briggs has to have known this. 

This is followed by the allegation of the imposed in absentia death sentence and that 

"Any disclosure of his identity or whereabouts would put him in mortal jeopardy." 

Now Briges swore to this after Nosonko had been made available to both Barron and 

Eostein. He and the CIA continue to withhold after they kmew what Epstein would be saying 

and that he knew where Nosenko was. His reporting is as of residence in North Varolina 

aid Washington, D.C. area. None of this was possible without either the CIA's doing it, 

Nesenko's willingness or I believe both, Bither negates the affirmation of mortal jeopardy 

and of confidentiality. 
However, £ bellieve the confidentiality of person and information is pivotal. 

Briggs avore to this after mowing that despite 4+ the CIA hau made Nosenko available 

to the FBI3 

after knowing that the FBI had reported what Nosonko said at great length in 

reports the FBI provided to the Warren Commission; 

after knowing that the FRI did not even classify almost all of the pages of these 

reports 3 
after not objecting to the release of those reports by the Archives in 19753 

as well. as after he was made available to Barron earlier and Epstein after this suit 

wag filed or asproxinsately coinelding with the filing of the suit. 
I believe each of these sworn claims by a qualified expert is false,was known by nin 

to be false at the time he swore to them and constitute fraud upon the court end upon mes 

(Because it has always been my plan to wake these freely available, as IT have with all 

other slich trauseripts and other records, I believe the fraud is much broader than this.) 

  

8 He begins with a deliberate misstating of actuality, a deliberate misleadingsof the 

court; "soethere is no way tho Soviet Union can determine exactly what inexmation has 

been provided by Hr. Nosenkoe ove (4%) can only guess as to how much inYorastien the 

defector, “ce, Nosenko, has within his possession at the time of his defection..." 
All of this is entively irvelevant with regard to the transcripts and with regard to 

Oswald and the Warren Yommissions 
However, it isa a misleading misstateucat. {t+ is axiomatic that the XGB assumed jts 

defector told all ne could have known. Nothing else is a safe assumption, All agencies 

assume the worst, not the least. Defectors defect hot out of love of the spookerics from 

which they detect. Theze futures, after defection, depend upon the Sood will of those to 

whom they defect. The ULA can cause Nosneko's disappearance at any tize it might so desire. 

Uniess he bas a new family there would be ao way for anyone to know he had been disposed of. 

Under such circumstances there is ao basis for believing any defector withholds anythinge 

Briggs' uffense here is the graster because of the published disclosures atiributed 

to Nosenko by Barvon, hurtful to the KGB. Barron's book is essentially an embellishment 
of what such defectors did disclose and it is a long book.This addresses the general 

statement I made above and Lriggs' intent to deceive and defraud. Of course with Epstein 

this offense becomes ever so much greater and in particular with regard to the Cémision's 

transcripts. 
He next pontificates that "Revealing the exact (sic)information which Mr. Nosenko = = 

ot any defectors — (see above re Barron) has provided can materially assist the KGB in 

evaluating their damage assessmentecoc" 

Wile the wajor point here is that there could not be any "damage" and therefore 

no "damage assessment" with respect to what Nosenko said about the JF£ assassination 

and thus the intent is to mislead anc again to defraud, the CLA hag a long history of 

dojng exactly the opposite. ,% is not limited to the extensive disclosures in the *arvon 

ool ‘There is also the Leaking of the Awlash disinformation, the misuse of the Alvarada 
garte and other disinformation, all exactly opposite what Briggs, who has represented



himsel¥ as an informed expert, here and tefore has sworn to. 

Acain carried away he alleges that “the disclosure of information provided by “ro 

Nosenko can only interfere with American counterintelligence efiortseece” 

Is this why the LIA did disclose to “arron and hpstein? 

temember, sll that is material is information regarding the JIK assassination. Ta 

context snd from all we know this is limited to Uswald. taus nis affirmation is ana to hig 

knowledge is impossible. 

But what iuformation can the 6.25.64 transcript disclese? 
Only what was already available in the Fki's reports.e There is no known record of 

the CLA providing any Nosenko information relating to the assassination or to Uswald. Ali 

the records are of their holding the Comsission off and then of withholding this information, 

as in the 3.12.64 Slawson memo quoted at the end of Post Morten. (JL- you have my coples 

of both versions) {+ is my recoliection that the basis for the withboiding was “national 

security" and tost “riggs was the cited authority for that clain. 

His Last sentence is beautiful: "Finally, any information officially released may 

be exploited by the KG as propagande or deception." 

this after maxin, Nosenko available to Barron gnd Epstein and. after the release of 
the PSi's long reports on what Nosenko said! 

  

Go, This is + wbere he Claias that "The manner in “hich Mr. Nosenko's security 19 

being protected by the CTA is sexing as a model to potential future defectors." 
This means that all dcfectors ¥ill expect to becons the subjects of books ond porlsns 

be led to believe they will be esconced in Bor lyues od villas yhile they avait the sombre of 

caeris aud while they pertor. This is tabs whe Eeatier” with Nesenko, rite 36 with Perron, 
then with tpsteing ait ji’ Epstcin is oo. rect, with Nosenkets bbhlag given o cushy job. 

But Let us apply a little reason ane logics 

“4 in alll has te be kept ultra secret, hov can any defector have any knowledge of 

"ho manner in when My. Nosenko's security is being protected by the CIA... ?" 

Tf any defector did not exnect the best possible personal security he would never 

defect. This is still a further deception. / 
This gets worse with "If the CIA were to take any action (sic) which would compromise 

the gefety of “xr. Nosenko by release of this iufornation or would take eny action to 

iudichte (sie) that the CLA cannot safeguard information provided by a defector, future 

defectors ».< consequently J night ‘be extremely reluctant to undertake the serious step of 

deteciion." *~~.-- 
Begause as I've written earlier there is a real destruction ot thelr clain to the 

wequirsnents of the 1947 Act this is an especially significant deception and misrapresent= 

AtLON. 
It has to be in the context of the content 9° the 6/23 transeript so of course he lmew 

it was not relevant and ecuid not be relevant. Jat in the context of his Imowledge of what 

the CI4 had already done with sarren and was doing with bostein it ia a parvicularly 

culpable nisreprésentation. 
But he gontinues, carvied away, to represent that letting the content of the transcript 

ovt - nothing else ia in question = "would resvlt in en unvillingness of persong Like bre 
Nosenko to defect in che SHUG + «5 Hews a gexious adverce offest on this nation's ability 

to obtain vital intelligence." 
Of course he has never claimed that after reading this tzanscrivt he has fouad a 

single word in it that was not already available. 

And of course he has reduced the claim to the 1947 Act to gibberish because all of 

this was both "let out" abd released, his word, by the GiA, prior to his affidavit. 

“es has reduced the practise of inte;ligence to cheap internal politica and spook 

games as nothing in my kmowledge. 
He foliows this with sn irrelevancy,haviny to do with the claimed argument that 

Nosenke's name having been disclosed does not mean thac the transcript can be. The real, 

not his contrived issue is was the content of the transcript already available? He does 

not address thiseénowine i+ is available he cannot address tnis. e deceives and misieads 

    



instead, With the self-accreditation of knowledge and expertise I believe this constitutes 
deliberate £riut. 

e misrepresents in repreanting that there is “the sussestion that since intelligence 
exploitation of defectors is adaitted, all information received fron such defectors and 
the manner ia whicn they are treated must consequently be declags: sified." He equates this 
non-issue with disclosing "details of the desisn and disvosition of (tactical “nuclear) 
wee pons." 

10. He claims a reduced" magnitude” of danger from disclosure but that "The BO tontial 
for damage continue to exist" so they must continue to classify the transeripts. 

fT THINS OUTS IN LPSuhe PROVIDES AN EXCEGLENE TULNG POR FLORENCE Fo EVALUATE, 

florence is an authentic classification expert. Why do we not ask that he be given 
the transeript, the FBI reports, and the Epstein and Barson wiitines and ask his to 
inform the court if he finds anything in the transcript not already publicly available? 

Or denand that the OLA do this ani that we have the right, if it claims tacre is 
withheld notional security information in the transcript, that the court submit that to 
Florencs, together with what is public, for his evaluation? 

Ag this point Biggs pestuoltes tvo kinds of aetagey eot 2 ikely in the eo358 of 
foreign intelligence operations (sourees and methods) with a sosewhat less bhroater ae 
possibility of damages in the field of foreign relations.” 

wht ef * 4 1 5 ee «ps ~ zs 
At These Pégase cladhus under o&th provide similar opportunities. I'm thinking here 

i - + » . > + _ + . . * : also of veumnd. “e should be asked to inform the court under oath how this is possible in 

the light of what is lmown, svoecifyiny, wnat he has to read of what is known. 

“ny i, é * 
ns the OfA." This is hig 40   41, “Uhova da nothing dn either decuwnt that te cubarragsty 

full parageraph. nen this means that the trenseript does not iueluds Nosenko's ststenent 

that the KCB considered Osweld Can American sleeper apcut." Tf he does he svears falsely. 
a t, + gus : 

tab Gespite the exteasive disclosures there can t be declassi fication 
apossible to prédisteeekheu the khenxk potential thrests to intelligence 
és invelvcd will ne longer exist." that can there be after Earron and 
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I reports? Hy should be asked. i 0 specity to the court. The sere is 

ad exemption from avtbmwatic d lines itications 

i4, Relates to the time to review 11 vages for declassification. In his non-resnonse he 

avoids znd deceives: because he does not address the ‘tine taat could be texen for a subject 

expert who mows what the CIA let out. There would be very littls time required for a review 
looking toward declassification if the review was by CIA subject expeiits. te misleads 

and evades. He resorts to irrelevant generalities aot to face theft! svecifics. For an 
exvert I tink tris is Soh EATE us and the court. 

15. In claiming there is "no readily available records roflectin ue thet the two docunsats 

were ever handled in a manner inconsistent with their classification" he swears falsely 

because the CiA'ts know: files "reflect" that it lost copies. OP SEGRET, tcc. 
this is without regard to shat else its files must hol, Like the @issiny copies and 

the “ulles if not also the Ford arshival deposits. 

‘in his resort to an escape hatch, “readily gvad lable 8, I taini he hascrossed she Line 
ano that this Ls metcrlal wad flasely sworn toe ¢ did uct say “i know of no records" or 

anything with these kinds of Loopholes. , 
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